FEBRUARY NEWSLETTER
WELCOME MACQUENZIE INTO OUR
AMOUR FAMILY

We would love to introduce our stunning new team
member Macquenzie.
Macquenzie is a fully qualified Beauty Therapist
and has been working in a Salon in Ballarat for 3 years.
She completed her training at Elly Lukas in Melbourne and
is extremely experienced in services such as Eyebrow
Design, Lash Lifts, Facials and Makeup.
She will be working at Amour on Mondays,
Thursdays and Fridays.
Macquenzie's February ONLY Specials are:
Book a Lash Lift and get a FREE Eyebrow Wax & Tint
Book an Eyebrow Wax & Tint and get a FREE Lash Tint
CLICK HERE to Book Online with Macquenzie - mention these Specials when you Book in
FREE
OBSERV SKIN CONSULTATION

Discover your path to beautiful skin with our
Observ Skin Imaging Device.
Using specialised lights we are able to analyse
the deep layers of your face to provide an
understanding of how your skin
is functioning and what it requires
for optimum health.
Stop wasting your time and money on products
that are not suitable for your skin concerns and
come to the experts who can help you get your
best skin EVER!

Limited Spots available for our FREE Summer Sale offer
CLICK HERE to Book Online TODAY
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INTRODUCING OUR BRAND NEW TREATMENT
HYDROJELLY MASK FACIALS

CHECK OUT OUR
VALENTINE'S FRIEND
OFFER ATTACHED

Our new Esthemax Hydrojelly™ Masks
are a new generation mask boosted with
pure algae, actives & new electrolyte
technology.
Packed with powerful skincare nutrients,
HydroJelly masks help provide the proper
balance of electrolytes to keep skin healthy
and hydrated. Choose from:
Hyaluronic Acid - Super Hydration
Charcoal - Clarifying & Soothing
Antioxidant Goji – Regenerating &
Radiance
Egyptian Rose – Hydrating & Wrinkle Care
We are offering facials in salon or we have
retail packs for you to do at home.

BEACHY BROW SOAP

Have you
tried our
incredible
Beachy
Brows brow
soap yet?
Beachy Brows has been voted number #1 brow
product because it’s just fabulous for creating
naturally fuller, thicker eyebrows.
It is a clear setting product that when brushed
through the natural brow adds thickness, volume
and texture. It holds your brows in position all day
but with a soft natural feel. Use the styling brush
to get the latest brow lamination look without
using harsh chemicals.
Beachy Brows also contains nourishing
ingredients such as Aloe Vera and Coconut Oil to
nourish the brow hair and stimulate hair growth.
Now you can have thick, full, fluffy natural
Brows everyday for ONLY $36!

MM SLIM BODY
CONTOURING
SUMMER SALE

Have you been wanting to try our MM Slim
Body Contouring treatment?
Our clients have been getting incredible
results after having 6 treatments over a 2
week period.
Fabulous for transforming your arms,
stomach, butt and legs.
Our February Summer Sale
offers you one treatment for ONLY $199
or add it onto a Facial for ONLY $99
CLICK to Book in for a FREE
MM Slim Consultation
Love From
The Amour Team xx
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